Question as to whether evacuees who accept private employment and reside within the Project shall be permitted to retain all wages after paying the cost of subsistence for themselves and their dependents to the Relocation authority, or be required to deposit their excess wages in an "EVACUEE TRUST FUND" or of another suitable procedure, will be presented to the people at their block meetings.

In regard to private employment, there are three alternatives.

1. Such employees shall retain all wages, and shall be required to repay to the W.R.A. the cost of their subsistence and of such of their dependents as remain within the center.

2. Such employees shall be required to deposit in a special fund to be known as the "EVACUEE TRUST FUND" an amount equal to the difference between their actual wages and the sum of the cash compensation and clothing allowances.

3. Such other procedure as the Community council may wish to recommend.

EVACUEE TRUSTEES

"Trust Fund" will be held by three trustees chosen by the members of the Work Corps in trust for those persons who are entitled to share in the distribution of the fund.

All profits of all evacuee-operated industrial enterprises producing goods for sale outside the Project will also be deposited in such fund.

INVESTIGATION OF MESS SITUATION

A petition signed by Project residents calling for an investigation relative to conditions in the mess halls and the attitude of a Caucasian employee has been called to the attention of Project Director Shirrell.

Shirrell requested that the entire Merit board and Fair Practices committee convene jointly to conduct a hearing to find out the facts relative to the condition. He expressed deep interest in finding out that the actual facts are and be interested in getting a recommendation for the solving of the difficulties.

SPECIAL MESS HALLS

Block 72 mess hall will be converted into a kitchen for the farm as soon as feasible, according to Elmer L. Shirrell, Project Director.

This kitchen will be divorced from all others except #1820, the night mess hall.

The desire to eliminate night shifts, so that night mess hall can be closed, was expressed.
...Recorded concert each Sunday evening is a delightful escape from the day's conflict with harsh reality. Manzanar has similar hours of repose out in the open and calls it "Evening under the Star". How about a name for ours?

BARBARISM

I am a crude, simple journalist. What little I know of music is painfully confined to shower bath singing. But my partiality toward music, whether it be Dorsey or Rimski-Korsakov, is sufficient enough a reason to write a column about it.

JAZZ

Anyone who dares to label Jazz as barbaric or perverted, sure enough, will land in hot water. Jazz is exactly a modern and genuine American expression and to its evidence, thousands of young Americans literally go nuts when Glen Miller or Benny Goodman turn on the juice.

DEPTH

Not that I advocate swing's superiority over classical music, but each has its rightful place. Take Beethoven's 9th or Schubert's Ave Maria, for instance. They're inspiring, stir and soothe even the restless of the savage breasts of swing fanatics.

GLOVES

I declare pseudo-enthusiasts of symphony who display an arrogance toward swing, and scoff at "too simple" for their "cultural literati" taste, GREED AND INNOCENCE

For those who appreciate and enjoy good music, Sunday evening concert provides a good 100 minutes of eternity.
**SWEATER STRUT**

...a prom-dance affair where sweaters were compulsory for admittance was held Tuesday evening at #7218. Mail and File clerks were the sponsors. Unique decorations were carried out in patriotic red, white and blue. The definitely successful affair was handled by Ed Okada.

Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Conner, Mr. and Mrs. G. Friedrich and Mr. and John Cook.

"SCHOLARSHIP"

...or "Coffee and Ink", or "The Queers", a club organized by amateur writers. Next meeting next Tuesday.

Mrs. Fred Conner, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Saito, E. Ishikawa and G. Ifokao, while #7218 will be under B. Sato, B. Do and K. Nishijima.

**SCORPIONS ARE NOT DANGEROUS AS BELIEVED**

With scores of young boys going scorpion hunting, many cases of scorpion bites have developed. All those that are bitten are requested to report to the hospital for treatment. Though such bites are not as serious as believed to be. Parents are requested to discourage small boys from going scorpion hunting.

**SHIRRELL QUENCHES REMOVAL RUMOR**

"IT'S SILLY!"

That's how Director Shirrell dismissed the current rumor about the government attempting to move Tule Lake colonists to "some other place."

Tracing back the rumor THE DISPATCH discovered the wild talk having its origin in the school area, where it was argued the fact that the administration is not supplying the school with essential furniture, such as chairs and tables, is because the Tule Lake Colony will be cleared of its population in "about a month."

Some of these furnitures are being made by carpenters. More will be made when material arrives.

Chairmanship of Pearl Masuda and Bette Sato, "Betty Co-ed" will be the theme. Chaperones will be Mr. and Mrs. Ted Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Shirrell and Miss Marianne Robinson.

With service to the community as their main objective, the club, now composed of thirty girls who represent various colleges in California, Oregon and Washington.

**CLOTHES SLACKERS BALL**

With sinks on the "must wear" list, girls coming to the community dances this Saturday, in halls #720 and #7218 without wearing slacks will be fined, announced Mrs Yamashi, in charge of the public dances.

"In charge of #720 will be J. Sato, F. Sato, T. Ishiizawa and R. Nakamura; #7218 will be under B. Sato, B. Do and K. Nishijima."
LARRY COLLINS,...from the San Francisco Regional office, in charge of co-ops in various projects, is a visitor in the Project. While here he will confer with various co-op leaders.

OHIO BOUND...Fujiko Sugimoto, formerly of San Francisco left the Colony for Heidelberg college, Jiffin, Ohio. She was attending U.C. prior to evacuation.

DAH3E CLASS CHANGE:...Beginner's dance class in Ward 4, scheduled to meet on Thursday, has been changed to Wednesday, Sept. 30.

PIANISTS REPORT:...All those who are registered for piano lesson classes, are asked to report to 8508 for the new class schedule some time this week from 3 to 5:30 P.M.

WILLIAM S. HDIKINS,...Assistant chief, Employment Division, Regional Office, is visiting Newell for three days. He was formerly a teacher of Economics at Stanford,

A CATT,...for volunteers to retrieve the much needed silver ware which has accidentally been put in the garbage at the mess halls was issued today by Project Director Shirrell. One of the hog yards which is receiving garbage from the centers has found 45 pieces so far and possibly 2 or 3 thousand more pieces may yet be retrieved.

A BUSINESS TRIP...is being made to Bryte, Calif. by Mr. La Verne Matsu who left the City Wed.

FOK NORTH DAKOTA...Chokichi Tahibachi arrived in the City Wed.

A LETTER...addressed to Mrs. Tawa and family from Auburn, Calif. is awaiting at the post office.

A LETTER...Takayuki Sakagami, is a letter post marked Seattle, Wash.

KIDS' CHAMPIONSHIP
WARD 5 BOYS CLUB MEET TROOP 52 SAT.

Boy Scout and Boys Clubs league will enter the playoff stage of the season this Saturday morning when the Ward 5 Boys Club crocuses bats with Troop 52, co-leaders of the loop.

Both teams terminated the regular season with .900 averages, nine wins and a single loss apiece. They were in a class by themselves, as the third place Troop 12 finished the route with 6 wins and 4 losses. The kids' division colossus will start at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow morning on number 3 field, situated near block 17 and the City Library.

HARDBALL CHAMPS MEET IN CHALLENGE GAME

In an outstanding challenge match the Mountainers, kingspins of the class B league, will tangle with the Auburn Athletic Club, champions of the Tule Lake circuit.

In attempting to upset the Auburnites, the mountain lads will depend on sensational George Goto, ace moundman. Goto has averaged 13 to 14 strikeouts in the regular season. In addition his batting average stands at .333.

Other heavy hitters on the Mountaineer roster are Hada with .416 and Hayashida with .363.

The game will be played on diamond #1 and will begin promptly at 12:45 p.m. Sunday.

BLOCK TEAMS PLEASE NOTE

Any older folks teams desiring publicity are asked to submit the score sheets directly to the TULEAN DISPATCH office at 12-3 p.m.

Information may also be given to any of the staff members.

FINALLY WINS

The oft-beaten Block 29 softball team finally broke into the win column by pasting the Block 30 oldsters 14-10 in a high scoring game.